
Drinking   practice   minutes   -   8   November   2017 
 
Attending: 
SquattyP,   SlipperyD,   StickyF,   VulvaLV,   MeMe,   Just   Tobias,   DickBoN,   Smokin   Cock,   Just 
Denni,   Schoggi,   LovesItDU,   Shamcock,   WoAD,   ChristianH,   KneelsSpo,   SoakedBal,   Just 
Pia   and   AL   (who   loves   Christian   Harlot) 
Late   cummers:   Dog   Woody,   Just   Joseph,   Flash   in   the   Pants,   SCUM,  
 
What   is   Drinking   Practice? 
Where   we   practise   drinking   and   chat   about   hash   related   topics 
 
1)   Minutes   from   our   mismanagement   meetings   and   drinking   practice   can   be   found   on   zh3 
website   (www.zh3.ch).   The   hash   float   is   always   featured   in   the   minutes   from   the 
Mismanagement   Meeting.  
 
2)   Quick   roles   overview   -   GM,   RA,   hash   cash,   Hare   Raiser,   Biermeister,   Haberdasher,   Web 
Slave. 
 
3)   Quick   events   overview   -   Thanksgiving,   Bierathlon,   Winterfest   (the   venue   is   heated   and   Wet 
and   Ready   is   cooking).   Sola.   (discussion   of   2   teams   for   definite   and   will   be   signed   up   before   1 
dec)   Shout   out   to   the   Bitch   from   LIDU   and   Shamcock   to   drum   up   more   hashers.   We   will   decide 
on   the   third   team   at   next   committee   meeting   and   feedback   to   Drinking   Practice.  
 
4)   Feedback   on   beer   raising   so   far  
Question   raised:   Is   it   cost   effective?   Yes   it   is   because   MeMe   brings   a   pack   each   time   and   this 
counteracts   the   amount   spent   by   the   other   beer   bringers.   This   makes   it   cost   effective.  
MeMe   to   amend   his   online   shout   out   for   snacks.   People   need   to   be   encouraged   to   bring   own 
vessels.  
People   to   be   mindful   of   how   much   they   spend   on   beer   and   snacks.   Less   spent   on   snacks   is 
agreed   by   all   and   point   made   that   more   should   then   be   eaten   at   the   On   Inn 
Conclude:   beer   raising   going   well.  
 
5)   New   haberdasher   designs  
Haberdashers   to   order   Zurich   blue   t-shirts   from   Decathlon   for   4chf   each 
Discussion   about   costs   of   tshirts   and   finding   ones   which   are   better   quality   and   don’t   cost   an   arm 
and   a   leg. 
Shiggy   socks   to   be   ordered   Run   for   beer.   Run   now   and   wine   later. 
 
5a)   Hare   shirts   -   carrot   patches   for   the   shirts   to   be   put   on   the   10   shirts   (tshirt   design   to   be   sorted 
out   later).   SC   and   Schoggi   to   work   with   FRwC   on   this.   One   size   fits   all.   Minimum   order   to   be 
checked   out.   MeMe   to   speak   to   ButhisNut   about   collectively   ordering   socks.  
 



6)   Help   with   bierathlon?   Please   see   Slippery.   He   needs   at   least   one   person   to   help   him   at   11am 
on   the   2nd   of   December.   Note:   German   Speaker   required/greatly   preferred.  
 
7)   Attendance   stats   -   SD   will   write   it   down   and   photo   it   and   send   it   to   LIDU   who   will   then   digitise.  
Take   earlier   stats   from   meetup.  
MMC   to   decide   on   anniversary   hash   rewards.   Initially   a   simple   “Anniversary   Down-Down”. 
Anything   beyond   a   simple   Anniversary   Down-Down   to   be   discussed   by   MMC. 
AL   to   coordinate   with   LIDU   on   old   spreadsheet. 
 
8)   Hares   posting   venue   quicker   -   suggestion   by   Butt   Bugger.   Request   to   put   general   location 
rather   than   the   actual   venue. 
Wholeheartedly   supported   by   Beer   Raiser   as   knowing   venue   allows   people   to   confirm   sooner 
than   later   for   the   purposes   of   purchasing   and   providing   drinks/snacks   etc. 
Hare   Raiser   to   whip   the   asses   of   the   hares   and   spank   a   bit.   Squatty   Spanks. 
 
9)   Song   prompt   sheet. 
Song   prompt   sheet   introduced,   tested   and   received   well.   1st   proper   use,   with   printed   copies   on 
9th   Nov. 
 
10)   AOB   -   RBs   -   ask   Climbidia   once   in   a   while.  
Hashing   in   Luzern?   BB   to   hare   it.  
 


